Samsung Flip and Stand Promotion

Let’s

50% OFF

Buy up to two Samsung Flips and stands for 50% off.
Act Now

Limited Quantities Available*

The cost of doing
better business
has been flipped.

Now with new and improved functionality based on your feedback!
Designed for Simplicity

The Flip’s portable design makes any space a meeting room. Embedded
sensors activate the Flip automatically. Landscape and portrait modes
maximize writing space, while brilliant 4K UHD picture quality and Natural
InGlass™ interactive touch offer an engaging experience. And Samsung
Knox protects company data from the moment the Flip is powered on.

Meetings Start on Time

Skip the lengthy boot-up. Embedded sensors activate Flip as you
approach, remove the pen from the holder or rotate the display.

Discover a portable, interactive UHD digital flip chart that
drives more productive and efficient collaboration without
the hassle of complicated set-ups.

Seamless Collaboration

You can capture, annotate and share seamlessly with wireless or wired
connectivity. You can also connect, view and manage the Samsung Flip from
a mobile device. And up to four people can write simultaneously, enhancing
collaboration further.

Share on the Big Screen For Everyone To See

You can wirelessly mirror everything you’re doing on the Flip to
another screen in the room. Everyone can have a front-row view.

Write and Draw

Premium Multi-Touch Collaboration makes writing smooth and fast, with a
pen-and-paper feel. And meeting participants can use virtually any writing
tool, such as the blunt end of a pen.

Document Viewer**

Open Microsoft PowerPoint, Word and Adobe PDFs directly on the Flip
and annotate on them.

Save and Instantly Share Meeting Notes

All your notes are automatically saved as you work, so you don’t have to wait
to save each page. And after the meeting, it’s easy to instantly share those
notes via email in PDF format (now with LDAP support), network, printer or
by saving them to a USB drive.

Safe and Secure

Secure meeting notes and keep them confidential by locking the
display or specific note with a unique PIN. You can even set the Flip to
automatically delete files after a specified period of time. Additionally
the Flip supports Enterprise WPA2 for secure wirelessly connectivity.

Easy to Set Up, Easy to Learn and Easy to Train

It takes minutes to set up, and the Samsung Flip’s tablet-style user
experience is intuitive—just tap, scroll and navigate, seamlessly.
*Valid July 15th through September 30th, 2018. Contact your Reseller for details.

**This feature will be available with a no cost firmware upgrade August 2018.

Learn More

samsung.com/business insights.samsung.com
samsung.com/us/flip

Product Support

1-866-SAM4BIZ
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